International Space Education using Nano-Satellite

My experience on education using pico-satellite

- Launch of two 1U CubeSats
  - 2006 (Dnepr, rocket failure) and 2008 (PSLV)

- Launch of 20cm CubeSat
  - Planned in 2013 (H-IIA)

- CLTP2 (2nd Cansat Leader Training Program)
  - Nov.-Dec. 2011
University Association of Space Education; Good or Bad?

- Depends on objectives
  - If the objective is the improvement of students' consciousness, the association is very interesting for participants.
  - If knowledge change or mutual assistance only, …

- Depends on sense of participation
  - If the students are involved in the organization of the association, they will rapidly grow up.
  - If the students always try to improve their selves, they will get many thing from the association.
  - If the students are only waiting for some profit, …

  re-form of students consciousness by supervisors (?)